
 
 
 

Manager’s Report 

 January 2011 
 
01/03/11 
 
Alonso added covers over a/c vents which have the cold air hit directly onto units on line 
14. Some unit owners complain that since their unit is closed months of the year, they are 
getting moisture on the inside of their walls and this should assist with that problem. 
 
 
During the New Year’s weekend, one of the landscaping vases located in front of the 
Dentist office had been dumped over and broken. We did dispose it in our dumpsters as a 
favor to the Dentist. 
 
We began to cover the louver opening of the laundry rooms as per the Fire Department 
report. 
 
On Wednesday 12/29, someone through out paint cans and pieces of closet organizers 
into the west trash chute. These items got stuck and clogged the chute. Staff spent hours 
trying to unclog it so they would not have to break the walls but it took 4 staff over 5 
hours. I will be posting a stronger sign on each trash chute area to show our concern to 
our residents. 
 
The water treatment controller to the south cooling tower was damaged from a power 
surge but it is covered under our contract and will be replaced by them this week. 
 
Jim came by and installed the domestic motor he had taken to change the bearings and 
advised that is the last time they could be worked on and probably next year we would 
need to think about buying a couple of new ones. 
 
Total work orders for the month of December was $670.00 
 
01/11/11 
 
All laundry rooms have had the louvers on the doors covered with a fine metal sheet as 
required by the Fire Department’s violation report of September. 
 
We had the east wing elevator down and it was due to the same reason as before and all 
the software had been changed on all “5” elevators. They also had to replace the fan on 
the #4 elevator. 
 



The architect met again with the city to go over the comments made when we first 
applied for permit for the generator project. They now made another request to move the 
diesel fuel tank back 2 feet from the coral rock. We hope it still allows enough space for 
the original design. I asked the architect to just complete the “comments” so we can 
present again but it seems each time they meet for clarification, the City has another 
request. I told them at this rate, we are never going to finish. 
 
I was referred to Arper Engineers who will send a proposal for the cost to survey and 
recommend roofing material and options if necessary. The roof continues to leak in areas 
and must be attended to. 
 
The election packages are being prepared and will be sent out by Friday. The meeting 
will be held Tuesday, March 8th. 
 
We have billed $740 in work orders.  
 
We have installed the door closers to locker storages as per Fire Department report. 
New hand levers will also be installed to keep the esthetics of the doors in the laundry 
and trash chutes. 
 
The surveyor is working at the Seville location and will be on our property for about 3 
days.  
 
We had a small fire in the pool heater which was detected immediately. We did have to 
spend about $500 in parts which Otto will replace. These included a new pilot burner, 20 
burner strips and tie downs. 
 
The red flashing light located at the parking garage entrance gate has been installed 
including new software. Access Systems installed this for $400.00 
 
A&P Electrical installed an additional security light toward the middle wall of the pool 
area located on 29th street entrance. 
 
I sent an update request to the commercial owner inquiring of status of the tenants 
violation listed on the Fire Department September report. I have not seen any work being 
done. 
 
We have spent $14,500 in repairs to the Fire Department September report. 
 
01/18/11 
 
We had to repair the large kitchen drain pipe for K36/K38 which was leaking on to 
parking #398. Otto was able to give it a little slant to avoid backup. That was changed by 
Marina Plumbing a few years ago. 
 



The lights for the building have been changed to go on at 5:30PM  and will change again 
at the end of the month. 
 
All storage rooms on the 13 floors have had door handles and closers installed as per Fire 
Department September report. 
 
We will work on the kitchen drain of line 15 next week and change the pipe to pvc. 
 
We will need to purchase one large roof exhaust fan which sits over line 03. Otto 
changed the belt but if continues to make noise, we will need to change out. 
 
The roof inspection engineer is coming tomorrow to survey and report on our next step 
for the building and pool roofs. 
 
1/20/11 
 
We have 35 seasonal tenants this year and collected $3500 in processing fees. 
 
We have a total of 267 apartments rented at this time. 
 
We have billed $1395 in work orders during the month to date. 
 
The roof inspector postponed his report till next Thursday morning. 
 
The engineers have been working on the comments for the generator and will be ready so 
we may resubmit their answers tomorrow. Carlos the processer will pick them up and 
probably take them to the City on Monday. 
 
We continue to adjust the exit garage antenna but are having some problems with the 
much larger vehicles and the distance they have from the top of their vehicle to the 
antenna location. We may have to locate it toward the left hand side on a post to see if 
that makes a difference. 
 
All but 17 annual parking spaces have been paid to date. We will begin to impose a $25 
late fee as we do the maintenance since we extend way past the 10th as a courtesy. We 
will collect from those units which are rented as we may the maintenance dues. 
 
The insurance agent for the building policy will be here next Tuesday at 10AM to discuss 
the new policies and premiums. 
 
Due to an incident which occurred last Friday in the mezzanine meeting room while 
residents were playing Dominos, we now have to request ALL guests to first sign in with 
Security and assure the resident they come to visit will be able to join them prior to going 
up to meeting room or to any other common areas. This has caused some friction with 
residents that have allowed these neighbors to come and play for many years but I have 
the responsibility to avoid problems with all guests. 



 
01/26/11  
 
I need to install some outlets throughout the parking garage. These will be installed next 
to lights on the “ceiling” not columns which residents can get to. The ones on the 
basement level will have a key to lock them since we can’t install on the roof. We noticed 
we needed power with an emergency and most of the ones located on columns have been 
sealed or disconnected long time ago. This way is cheaper. 
 
We received the amended engineering services from Cooper Bussman who worked on 
info required for our generator project. The original cost was $20,300 and this is an 
additional $6400 due to all the changes on previous plans. 
 
We are allowing ECS (who assisted us with the savings of our water bills) to have FPL 
change us to a different cost tariff. This is simply a change in way they are reading to 
“TOU” time of use. We can save approximately $500 per month of which for 24 months, 
they get 50% savings. At the end of the 2 years we collect all the savings. We continue to 
look for ways for which to save money. 
 
I am still sending information to Dept. of Revenue getting them to reimburse us for the 
last 36 months (allowed refund request) for sales tax of laundry income we should not 
have been paying upon buying our own equipment in 2004. Of course, we figured the 
State is not easy to refund monies but we are still trying.  
 
We have billed $2550 in work orders. We have completed additional upgrades to copper 
as time permits. 
 
We need to continue to install locks in the access panels in the hallways since the Fire 
inspection noticed some were opened and this is not allowed. 
 
1/28/11 
 
Otto relocated the exit garage antenna to the left with a special bracket and also installed 
additional yellow floor bumpers to have drivers slow down. We also placed a set at the 
front of the entrance so that the second car must slow down when there is a car in front. 
He is also will relocate the antenna to the left on a bracket at the exit. 
 
All the outlets have been installed and only need the plastic covers once they arrive. 
 
01/31/11 
 
To date we billed $2665 in work orders during the month of January. 
 
Otto completed the relocation of the entrance gate antenna as well as installing two new 
additional speed bumpers at the entrance and one at the exit. We hope this helps in 
slowing the residents down and stay back a little at the entrance until the car in front 



enters. We do have residents complaining but I need to control the speed of which 
residents are entering the building. 
 
We had 476 renewed annual parking spaces and which all have paid.  
 
We have begun to install the locks on the access panels located on each floor. We have 
43-45 boxes per floor so it will take a while. Staff is actually soldering the locks so that 
Atlantic Cable can not simple use a screwdriver to open the boxes. The keys will be with 
Security and will need to give them access. I will try to contact the company to get a 
better price on the 250 locks we need to purchase. 


